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351 DALADON PLACE Logan Lake British
Columbia
$784,000

Visit REALTOR(R) website for additional information. Welcome to your family sanctuary at the end of a quiet

cul-de-sac in Logan Lake. This 3-bed, 3-bath haven invites you with a new porch into a living room boasting

vaulted ceilings and amazing views. Skylights allow natural light throughout. Solid maple kitchen with its chef's

delights and charming dining area with large window. Retreat to the master's jacuzzi and bay window oasis of

the master bedroom, or descend to the cozy family room and game room down. Outside, a .24-acre Eden

awaits, complete with a dreamy shop, carport, and greenhouse. A home of serenity, privacy, and endless joy

awaits your embrace. Schedule your visit today. (id:6769)

4pc Ensuite bath Measurements not available

Primary Bedroom 21 ft ,1 in X 13 ft

3pc Bathroom Measurements not available

Bedroom 11 ft ,3 in X 13 ft

Recreational, Games room 13 ft ,2 in X 18 ft ,5 in

Other 11 ft ,10 in X 14 ft ,10 in

Other 7 ft ,1 in X 6 ft ,5 in

4pc Bathroom Measurements not available

Dining room 12 ft ,8 in X 12 ft

Kitchen 19 ft ,1 in X 12 ft ,7 in

Living room 15 ft ,1 in X 13 ft

Bedroom 11 ft ,8 in X 9 ft ,11 in

Bedroom 13 ft ,7 in X 11 ft ,3 in
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